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Digital Design (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2001
Digital design is concerned with the design of digital electronic circuits. Digital circuits are employed in the design and construction of systems such as digital computers, data communication, digital recording, and many other applications that require digital hardware. This book presents the basic tools for the design of digital circuits and...
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CCNA Routing and Switching Study Guide: Exams 100-101, 200-101, and 200-120Sybex, 2013

	Prepare for the new CCNA exams with this Todd Lammle study guide


	Cisco author, speaker, and trainer Todd Lammle is considered the authority on all things networking, and his books have sold almost a million copies worldwide. This all-purpose CCNA study guide methodically covers all the objectives of the ICND1 (100-101) and...
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Analog Behavioral Modeling with the Verilog-A LanguageSpringer, 1997
Analog Behavioral Modeling With The Verilog-A Language  provides the IC designer with an introduction to the methodologies and  uses of analog behavioral modeling with the Verilog-A language. In  doing so, an overview of Verilog-A language constructs as well as  applications using the language are presented. In addition, the book  is...
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Packet Tracer Network Simulator (Professional Expertise Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2014

	Packet Tracer Network Simulator is a practical guide that thoroughly explains the features and uses of Packet Tracer with the help of practical examples that will help you to create your own complex topologies and emulate learning environments. This book will cover using Packet Tracer with PCs, laptops, and servers, with a brief description...
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Mastering IOS Game DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2015

	Master the advanced concepts of game development for iOS to build impressive games


	About This Book

	
		Create a complete game with advanced techniques through the course of the book using in-depth, hands-on instructions
	
		Learn how to multi-task and improve performance optimization in your game...
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SPICE for Power Electronics and Electric Power, Second EditionCRC Press, 2005
Based upon the authors' experience designing power electronics courses, SPICE for Power Electronics and Electric Power, Second Edition integrates a SPICE simulator with a power electronics course at a junior or senior level. This textbook assumes no prior knowledge of SPICE and introduces the applications of various SPICE commands through numerous...
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CCNA: Cisco Certified Network Associate Study Guide, Third EditionSybex, 2002
Here's the book you need to prepare for Cisco's new CCNA exam, 640-607. Written by a Cisco internetworking expert who knows exactly what it takes to pass the test, this Study Guide provides:
Assessment testing to focus and direct your studies In-depth coverage of official exam objectives  Configuration practice with a Router Fundamentals...
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CompTIA Network+ N10-006 Cert GuidePearson Education, 2015

	This approved study guide helps you master topics on the CompTIA Network+ N10-006 exam, including the following:

	
		
			 Computer network fundamentals

	
	
		
			The OSI model and TCP/IP stack

	
	
		...
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Appium EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Explore mobile automation with Appium and discover new ways to test native, web, and hybrid applications


	About This Book

	
		Use Appium to automate any type of mobile application from any language using any test framework
	
		Write a single script to perform automation testing on both Android and...
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Computer Systems, Second EditionJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2002
Computer Systems, Second Edition provides students with a  broad understanding of all levels of computer systems.  It emphasizes  computer science topics that are related to, but not usually included in,  the treatment of hardware and its associated software. The topics are  presented through a unified concept of computer systems.  The book allows...
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Getting Up To Speed: The Future Of SupercomputingNational Academy Press, 2005
High-performance computing is important in solving complex problems in areas from climate and biology to national security. Several factors have led to the recent reexamination of the rationale for federal investment in research and development in support of high-performance computing, including continuing changes in the various component...
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Programming Mobile Robots with Aria and Player: A Guide to C++ Object-Oriented ControlSpringer, 2009
Programming Mobile Robots with Aria and Player provides a comprehensive guide to creating object-oriented C++ programs for robots using the Player and Aria APIs within a Linux environment. A basic knowledge of object-oriented techniques is assumed, but the text is written in a user-friendly style, and is equally suitable for researchers...
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